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Abstract: The paper proposes a multidimensional encryption algorithm for security in computer networks. The
work in this paper is intended to be quite different from the security algorithms used today, like WEP (Wireless
Equivalent Privacy), 802.1X and so on. With Quality of Protection (QoP) as a major consideration, the same
security effectiveness of former predecessor algorithms can be achieved. The algorithm can be used at different
levels of security based on the degree of security required. This degree of security is divided into four levels,
three of which are based on block cipher and the fourth is based on stream cipher approach. Since the algorithm
is developed based on symmetric key approach, it could also be used for decryption with different and extra
complexities.
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unauthorized party. Encryption of the message and
the identities of the two communicating parties is the
most common method used to provide
confidentiality and provides a guarantee for the
receiver of a message on an assurance of the sender
identity (Stalling, 1998; Simmons, 1990).
There are mainly three categories of
cryptographic methods for data encryption and
decryption; Secret Key schemes that use the same
key (shared key) for encryption and decryption (i.e.
RSA algorithm), Public Key schemes that use
different keys for encryption and decryption (i.e.
DES algorithm), and Hash Function (one-way
functions) that are used to protect the integrity and
authenticity of messages (Brenton and Cameron,
2003; Shamir, 1997).

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the fast progress in the fields of
telecommunications, satellite, broadcasting, and
mobile communication, have resulted in significant
effect and explosive growth in related fields such as
Internet, multimedia, and wireless residential
networks (Yu et al, 2001). The data security of
Internet aims at protecting the data from
unauthorized intrusion, which is of paramount
importance (Dittman et al., 2001; Forta and Lauver,
2000). Likewise, the security of multimedia data is
essential for commerce protection
(Dittman et al, 2001; Salli et al, 1998; Lo and Chen,
1999).
Threat models normally pose negative ongoing
effects due to their attacks
Diversity (Eavesdropper attack, Trojan horse attack,
Man-in-the-middle attack…and so on). This is
usually accentuated by the weakness and the
vulnerability of some algorithms used today in
security and their being easily breakable (Air
defence, 2004; Peikari and Fogie, 2003).

Accordingly, the objectives of this paper are to
introduce a new security model in such a way that
the attackers' threats (internal as well as external
threats) be far from reaching their immediate
objectives, and are handicapped in terms of time
until the expiration of the importance and the
privacy of the protected data are of no more
significance.

Generally, network security services can be
divided into four areas:

In this paper, a multidimensional algorithm is
proposed to encrypt and decrypt a plain text message
with the same algorithm. The algorithm is based on
four levels of security, where the first three levels
are based on block cipher and the fourth level is
based on stream cipher. According to the importance
of the contents of the message, a proper level of

Confidentiality, authentication, data integration, and
Non-repudiation. Confidentiality is a security
service that provides resistance to the security
attack whenever two parties like to communicate
with each other and don't wish to reveal the contents
of their messages to a third party. This
communication process should not be revealed to an
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security will be selected and used. Levels (1-3) of
the encryption are intended as tactical security while
using the fourth level is intended as strategic
security.
2.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL
ALGORITHM

1. Key generation policy and tapping process
(Maximum Length)
The secret key consists of five interactive GUI
(Graphical User Interface) components of text fields
as shown in figure 1, where the first four text fields
are considered as sub keys for each dimension. Each
sub key has 8-bit size, which is 0-255 decimal
equivalent. The fifth text field represents the XORed
tapping selection process of an 8-bit register. The
sub key value of each one of the first four text fields
represents the initial value for a relevant register.
The sub key value of the fifth text field represents
the selection of tapping model (0-15 allowed
probabilities); with each of these sixteen models
being designed to give a maximum length.
After selecting the dimension(s) (i.e., any single
dimension, or any combination of dimensions, or all
the dimensions) and completing the initialization of
the text field(s) (i.e., any relevant single text field, or
any relevant combination of text fields, or all the
four text fields), where the fifth text field must
always be set; each one of the four tapped registers
generates its own maximum length depending on its
initializations.
The maximum length values of each one of the
four tapped registers (their tapping configurations
are decided by the fifth text field) will be used to get
the independent scramble codes for each of the
relevant dimensions, therefore resulting in a
complication in the process of attacking.
There are exactly 8! (40320) scramble codes,
where the condition to accept any of these codes
depends on the difference of minimum-2 between
any two adjacent numerals (e.g. 47283615), this
difference is a programmable issue.

ENCRYPTION

Any message (i.e. a text file) can be divided into
a group of eight lines, each line into groups of eight
words, and each word into groups of eight characters
if possible (if not, the preceding word is appended
with the next word and so forth), and each character
is converted to encrypted 8-binary value that is
different from its actual ASCII value. Of course,
many choices can be made for the number of Lines,
Words, Characters, and Binary. However, the choice
of eight is time-effective (i.e. a good trade-off is a
between time and speed of execution of the
algorithm). According to the importance of the
message or any parts thereof, a suitable security
level will be selected. There are four levels for the
selection of the degree of security required to
encrypt the message:
1. Low level security
2. Moderate level security
3. High level security
4. Critically high level security
These levels of security represent the four
dimensions of the algorithm (i.e. line, word,
character, and binary (ASCII)) as follows:
1. Low level degree of security can be
implemented by line encryption dimension alone.
2. Moderate level degree of security can be
implemented by word encryption dimension alone.
3. High level of security can be implemented by
character encryption dimension alone.
Levels 1, 2, and 3 are considered block cipher.
However, the character encryption dimension may
also be considered as a stream cipher (Anderson,
2001).
4. Critically high level security can be
implemented by binary (ASCII) encryption
dimension alone. This part is considered as a stream
cipher.
Even though, strictly speaking, non-consecutive
selection of the levels of security is theoretically
possible; however, such a selection provides no
additional value and is of no practical significance,
and hence, is neither recommended nor advocated.

Figure 1: Selection of dimension and secret key
management
2. Selection of encryption dimension
At this stage, the degree of security level should
be decided so that the suitable dimension of
encryption would be selected accordingly. There are
four dimensions for encryption starting from level 1

3. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
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to level 4. Level 1 represents the weakest dimension
that is based on block cipher and level 4 is the
strongest dimension that is based on stream cipher.
Hence, according to the importance of the message
at hand, the degree of security should be decided and
hence the dimension will be selected. The dimension
encryption process will be carried out as follows:

III. Character Dimension Encryption
Continuing the process of encryption, the word in
turn, consists of a collection of characters. The file is
grouped in packets of 8-characters each. The third
initialized text field is used to generate scramble
codes to encrypt all the 8-character groups
separately and uniquely as shown in figure 5. Note
that the character encryption dimension is applied to
the original Plaintext file as shown in figure 2.

I. Line Dimension Encryption
Any text file consists of a collection of lines as
shown in figure 2. The file subdivides into groups;
each group consists of 8-lines. The first group of 8lines will be selected and the positions of the lines
will be scrambled and rearranged according to the
scramble codes generated as shown in figure 3. This
process is repeated until all 8-line groups of the text
are encrypted in different and specific scramble code
for each group.

Figure 5: Applying Character encryption to the text
of figure 2
IV. Binary (ASCII) Dimension Encryption
The final process of this algorithm is to operate
on the binary bits of each character. At this stage the
whole text is in the form of groups, each consisting
of 8-binary bits. The fourth initialized text field is
introduced and applied to generate the scramble
codes to encrypt these groups, bit by bit, (stream
ciphered) as shown in figure 6. This is in contrast to
levels 1, 2, and 3 where the encryption is block
ciphered. Note again that the binary (ASCII)
encryption dimension is applied to the original
Plaintext file as shown in figure 2. So far, each of
the four levels of the encryption algorithm has been
applied to the original plaintext file. However, these
four levels of the encryption algorithm can be
applied in combination, i.e. consecutively in a
cascading order. The output of each level is used as
input to the next level. The final output of such a
combined procedure is shown in figure 7. This
subject will be discussed in more detail in the next
paragraph.

Figure 2: Plaintext

Figure 3: Applying Line encryption to the text of
figure 2
II. Word Dimension Encryption
Any line of text consists of a collection of words;
the lines are tokenized into 8-words groups. A
second initialized text field is used to generate
scramble codes to encrypt all the 8-word groups
separately and uniquely as shown in figure 4. Note
that in this example the word dimension encryption
is applied to the original plaintext file as shown in
figure 2.

Figure 6: Applying Binary encryption to the text of
figure 2
4.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL
IMPLEMENTATION

The main theme, which is considered in
designing the algorithm, is the expiration of the file
itself. This is mainly dependent on the importance of
the data in the file. The expiration of the importance
of the data (i.e. files) is a relative parameter. Some

Figure 4: Applying Word encryption to the text of
figure 2
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the key, but also on the dimension(s) used in the
encryption process.

files have short expiration of importance after which
the data in the file becomes meaningless and hence
any attacking of these files becomes useless and
time wasting. So, tactically the selection of one or
any combination of the first three dimensions would
suffice and serve the desired purpose.
As a result and on the light of what is explained
above, the algorithm is designed to gain the
advantages of both block and stream ciphering
techniques simultaneously. As such it will sustain
and strengthen the algorithm strategically against the
attackers by posing different phases, especially when
using all four dimensions for encryption where the
secret key is long (i.e. 36 bits) enough thereby
complicating any trial to break the encrypted file.
Mathematically and practically, the strength of
the multidimensional algorithm is calculated and
measured as follows:
-Each one of the first four text fields and the fifth
text field give 256 and 16 combinational
probabilities, respectively.
-The combinational probability of each one of the
first four text fields selects one of the permutations
8! (40320) randomly and independently. So, the total
complexity of the algorithm will be (16*Math.pow
(256, 4)*Math.pow (8!, 4) =1.8*10^29).
-Assuming that if the speed of the processing is
(10^-12 sec), the attackers need (5.8*10^9 years) to
break the encrypted file.
-The algorithm performance has been tested and
evaluated by data visualization technique. An
encrypted file has been subjected to visualization
process where an excellent distribution has been
obtained which indicates that the algorithm is quite
strong and difficult to break.
Tactically, the selection of any combination of
the first three of block ciphering dimensions will not
have the same strength of the secret key compared to
the full selection. Additionally, the contents of the
encrypted file can be recognized easily when the
first two dimensions are selected (line and word
dimensions). Thus, the first two dimensions are
introduced only to elongate and complicate the
secret key when implementing the third or fourth
dimensions
(character
or
binary
(ASCII)
dimensions) as shown in figure 7. Moreover, this
will cause hackers to suspect greatly, how the key
management and selection have been accomplished.
After initialization, the key in the algorithm is
entirely and totally a varied feature, exclusively for
each dimension independently. This means that
different and distinct list of scramble codes are
generated for each dimension, thereby eliminating
absolutely, any relationship between these
dimensions. Accordingly, from a strategic point of
view the algorithm has two important aspects; the
long secret key and the multidimensional encryption
including both block and stream ciphering. Finally,
as a consequence to these aspects, the strength of the
algorithm does not depend solely on the length of
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Figure 7: Four dimensions encryption of line, word,
character, and binary in combination of the original
plaintext
5. CONCLUSION
A multidimensional algorithm with four
dimensions has been developed for plain text data
security. Each of the four dimensions represents an
additional level to the degree of security. Since not
all messages require the same degree of importance
and security, the algorithm takes into account this
idea and can provide different levels of security
according to the importance and the privacy of the
message. The first three levels are based on block
cipher; they can be broken with increasing time and
complexity from level 1 to level 3. The fourth level
is based on stream cipher which is considered a
rather very strong level, and very difficult to break.
It is believed that this adds substantially to the
mechanism of security.
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